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____________
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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM
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Purpose of Bill and Main Provisions
The National Museum of Ireland, this State’s pre-eminent body of 

historical record, has defined Moore Street as the most important street in 
Ireland for historical reasons. This Bill recognises that fact. In designating 
the Moore Street area as a Culture Quarter however, while history is the 
deciding factor in the selection of this site, economics and revival of the 
area are factors as well. The main aims of the Bill are as follows:

• To create a Culture Quarter for the city centre to boost tourism and 
equally to increase the footfall of the local community into the area.

• To promote Irish heritage, culture, history, and language, and to 
give space to the development of art, music, and sport and develop a 
Quarter for the thinking visitor.

• To create a company that will manage and oversee the Culture 
Quarter.

• To establish a permanent outdoor Market within Moore Street, 
removing the temporary elements to the current market, which is the 
oldest food market in Dublin.

This Bill has been the combination of research, political and economic 
thought, and requirements for the area, looking at past Acts and Private 
Members’ Bills; to create a Bill that answers all the questions correctly 
that are raised when it comes to Moore Street and the surrounding area. As 
it stands, Moore Street needs a revival. The Minister’s Forum on Moore 
Street is in its fourth year discussing what is the best approach for the 
area and is due to conclude soon. At the same time, a property company is 
considering redeveloping this site. This Bill seeks to set down in legislation 
the approach required to ensure that the uniqueness of the history and 
character of this central Dublin location is protected and harnessed.

This Bill is similar in purpose and form to the Moore Street Area Renewal 
and Development Bill 2015 upon which it is largely based. The 2015 Bill 
was introduced to Seanad Éireann by the current Minister for Housing, 
Local Government and Heritage, Darragh O’Brien TD, who would be 
made responsible for this Bill’s implementation if enacted. Describing his 
Bill at the time, during Second Stage debate, as “an opportunity to ensure 
the economic regeneration of the area”, then-Senator O’Brien said, “The 
project to properly develop Moore Street and the adjacent areas is one for 
the future to ensure that future Irish generations, not just those living in 
Ireland but from the diaspora, who have such an interest in Irish history, 
can come back to the Moore Street and O’Connell Street areas and see 
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where the final stand of the brave men and women of 1916 took place… 
to ensure that as the area is developed in the future it is conserved and 
preserved in order that we can be proud of it when we look back in ten 
years’ time and that we can say we did the right thing.”

This Bill aims to fulfil those aspirations, and to protect the area’s 
heritage from destruction through commercial redevelopment, again taking 
inspiration from the words of the current Minister: “There should be no 
further commercial development work in the vicinity of this site or in 
the area. The strongest way to secure that is to designate it as a historical 
quarter.”

Preserving the Built Heritage of Moore Street
The key provision in this Bill which protects our 1916 heritage is section 

3. This section places responsibility on the Minister for Housing, Local 
Government and Heritage, in line with the National Monuments Act 1930, 
to issue a Preservation Order on the historic terrace at 10-25 Moore Street, 
as well as the GPO, the “White House” and O’Brien’s Bottling Store in 
Henry Place, and the lanes, streets and boundaries of Moore Street, Moore 
Lane, Henry Place and O’Rahilly Parade, which were designated by the 
High Court in 2016 as the Moore Street Battlefield National Monument 
Area, as outlined in section 2, forming the “Moore Street Battlefield Area” 
under this Act. Section 3 also enshrines in legislation, for the first time, 
the area’s status as a “National Monument of extreme importance to the 
State”. Other notable provisions in Part One of the Bill set out a 3-month 
deadline within which the Minister must fix an establishment day for the 
Bill (section 7).

The Role of An Cheathrún Cultúr 1916 Teoranta
Part 2 of the Bill sets out the role of “An Cheathrún Cultúr 1916 Teoranta”, 

to be established within a year of the Act’s establishment day (section 8) 
to manage, and act as management company for, all lands and properties 
owned by the state in the Moore Street Battlefield Area (section 7) and to 
formulate strategies to ensure the area will become a hub for cultural and 
commemorative activities reflective of the ideals of the revolutionary men 
and women of the 1916. It also outlines the procedure by which the area 
of An Cheathrún can be extended to include contiguous land. Section 11 
allows for a proportion of the commercial rates due from properties in the 
area to be paid to An Cheathrún by ministerial agreement with Dublin City 
Council.

Structure and Oversight of An Cheathrún Cultúr 1916 Teoranta
The Bill further outlines the structure and oversight of An Cheathrún, 

namely the appointment of Board members of An Cheathrún, an 
implementation team of experts to prepare a report within nine months, 
the hiring of staff, accountability of An Cheathrún and its Chief Executive, 
provisions relating to records, gifts, borrowings, and accounts, and 
conditions on subletting within the Area. Schedule 2 sets out the criteria by 
which existing or proposed buildings or premises may be approved under 
section 31.

The Moore Street Market
The final section of the Bill, section 32, envisages the transformation of 

the Moore Street Market into a permanent market following a year without 
changes, and the decision as to whether An Cheathrún or Dublin City 
Council will issue stall operating licences shall be made by the Minister 
after consultation, with no less favourable conditions than present.
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Creating a Living Museum
It is envisioned and hoped that this Bill will help the transformation 

of the site as a ‘Living Museum’ which will educate and prompt further 
research and study of the revolutionary vision and events of the 1916 Rising. 
The 1916 Rising was a seminal event on Ireland’s long road towards Irish 
freedom and independence. It brought together all strands of Irish society, 
nationalists, teachers, poets, artists, socialists, conservatives, and workers 
both skilled and unskilled. The events which took place on Moore Street 
and the surrounding Battlefield Area is key to the story of that momentous 
week during Easter 1916. The story of the last stand of the Volunteers of 
1916 is one which needs to be recorded and told for the benefit of future 
generations by the creation of a “Living Museum” on the very hallowed 
ground upon which they fought their final fight.

The overall aim is to restore the area as much as possible to how it would 
have appeared in 1916 during the Easter Rising. Visitors will be able to 
gain an understanding of what those involved experienced during Easter 
week, and will also learn about the momentous events which took place. Of 
those who died 105 years ago we have most of their names, addresses, ages, 
how and when they died and where they are buried, all that information 
can be reflected in a national monument which would be the Moore Street 
Battlefield Area. This Bill when enacted would demonstrate that the we 
value Irish history, culture, the people who died for Irish freedom, as well 
as respecting Irish tourism and the economy by establishing a culture 
quarter in this area.

Protecting Against Destruction
This Bill was partially developed as Moore Street was under threat of 

destruction and being redeveloped in a manner that would not befitting 
such an historical monument. Destroying or partially destroying such an 
important site to make way for a commercial development is tantamount 
to historical and cultural vandalism and make little sense. This Bill ensures 
that the full historical context of the Moore Street Battlefield Area is 
protected by a Preservation Order, and in time the State may add to its 
current holdings in the area to include the full terrace on Moore Street so 
that a full historical experience would await future visitors to the area, as 
well as the experience of one of Ireland’s oldest street market and the other 
activities and event organised by An Cheathrún Cultúr to celebrate and 
commemorate the revolutionary events of the 1916 Rising and the vision 
of those who took part. A historic trail from the GPO through the lanes of 
history to Parnell Street, and the Rotunda would be a draw not only for 
Irish pupils and students but for hundreds of thousands of visitors to our 
capital city and our shores.

Not preserving such buildings as those identified as being in the 
Battlefield Area would mean that no building is safe in the state of historical 
value would be safe from destruction.

Preserving the Heritage of Dublin’s Oldest Food Market
When most Dubliners think of Moore Street, the market is one of the 

first things that comes to mind. Yet when they think about the history of 
Moore Street they seldom think of the market, even though the market 
itself is steeped in history. It is Dublin's oldest food market. The street itself 
pre-dates the Great Hunger, the building of the GPO, and O Connell Street/
Sackville Street. The market started around the 1850s and has continued to 
this day, even during very turbulent times in our history. It is our history, 
culture, and heritage that encourages tourists to flock to Ireland. The Market 
should be included in that history. When creating this Bill, it was produced 
on the understanding that Dublin City Council is planning to revive the 
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Market, adding investment, new stalls, and new products available to be 
sold at this market. All of which is welcome.

Building A Truly Culture Quarter for Dublin
The Bill proposes a second Culture Quarter for Dublin, An Cheathrún 

Cultúr, to follow the first such quarter in Temple Bar. A new management 
company, like that adopted in Temple Bar but with stricter operational rules 
than has operated in Temple Bar in the past, will oversee the project, and 
will give both the Minister for Heritage and Dublin City Council input into 
formulating this Board. The establishment of this management company 
was needed, as an overseeing body will be required to bring this plan to 
fruition. It is envisaged that the Board would include members from an Irish 
language organisation; Dublin Chamber of Commerce; An Bord Fáilte, 
1916 relatives and a representative of the Moore Street Market Traders.

These appointments will ensure that the tourism, culture, the Moore 
Street market, and the 1916 history of the locality should be central to any 
of the Board’s decisions. The remaining Board members should ideally 
include those with the appropriate experience and qualifications required to 
develop a successful Quarter. The creation of such a Quarter it is foreseen 
will revive public interest in Irish Culture, Music, Literature, Language. 
Far beyond simply being a Historical Quarter for tourism, the creation of 
this quarter will have a positive effect on the state, and it is hoped that all 
politicians that vote for this Bill will remember being on the right side of 
the creation of this Quarter, as the public enjoy a journey to the Quarter.

A Culture Quarter like the one envisioned should be both a citizen 
and a tourist attraction. There is no doubt that such a quarter will attract 
much tourism revenue. It will also give a unique historical and cultural 
experience for such visitors. Unfortunately, unlike a lot of major cities in 
the world, many of our main attractions for visitors are a bus journey away 
from the city centre. Not only is this site of major historical importance 
and a site where our nation was born, but it is also a location which could 
bring major economic and tourism benefits to the State. An Cheathrún 
will not simply be a management company like you would see from an 
apartment block management company, it will run the area and work with 
other stakeholders such as An Bord Fáilte to attract visitors and be able to 
do so by highlighting the city centre location.

Having a Living Museum does not mean that you are singularly focused 
on history. Ireland for a small nation is a heavyweight culturally, Ireland and 
the Irish people have had a profound impact on the makeup of the world. 
Other nations may be better known for other things, we would argue that 
population-wise no nation has had a bigger impact in terms of literature, 
poetry, dance, and other forms of cultural influences. We have also helped 
build nations and our ancestors have shaped the world politically. The 
Moore Street Battlefield Area could be publicised by organisations such 
as An Bord Fáilte as both an Historical and a Cultural journey to excite 
visitors into this area that are looking to experience that culture.

The 1916 Rising’s place in the Irish fight for freedom, is arguably the 
battle that would have the biggest impact on the path to freedom. This story 
of that inspirational week can be retold in the very laneways, buildings and 
streets in which much of the action occurred, where the Republic lived for 
few short hours after the evacuation of the GPO.

Aengus Ó Snodaigh, Seán Crowe, Dessie Ellis, Chris Andrews, 
Mary Lou McDonald and Denise Mitchell,
Márta, 2021.
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